Real Vikings. No Horns.
2022 Sponsorship Opportunities

Become a partner in bringing a bigger and better Viking Festival to our community. Sponsor one
of the essential parts of the festival detailed below.
Evening Wolf -$500
Help us bring this 19-foot replica Viking færing (boat with four sets of oars) for Festival goers to
view up close and learn about its use and construction. This is sure to be a popular festival stop.
Viking Horses, Cattle, and Sheep display
Animal display - $250: Sponsor a group of horses, cattle, or sheep that originated during the
Viking Age. These includes some or all of these breeds: Fjord and Icelandic horses, miniature
cattle, and Icelandic sheep. These animals were a huge hit at the last festival.
Bedding - $75, $50, or $25: Make sure the animals have the fresh straw they need to comfortable
in their temporary quarters.
Reenactors
Artisans - $175: Support a skilled Viking who demonstrates one of the many Viking Age crafts
including blacksmithing weaving, open fire cooking, pottery, jewelry making, archery and more.
Storytellers - $150: Underwrite the appearance on stage of one of the superb tellers of tales of the
Viking gods and heroes.
Warriors - $100: Fund one of the brave men or women who perform the battle demonstrations
and provide information on their weapon of choice. A crowd favorite!
Children’s Crafts
Contribute $25 or more to support the very popular Children’s Craft Area. Kids make and take a
variety of Viking-related crafts including shields, rune writing in clay, fiber arts and flying dragons.
If you would prefer to provide an in-kind sponsorship instead of, or in addition to, your monetary
donation, please indicate that on the Sponsorship Form. If you are interested in volunteering at
the festival. contact Julie at 218-838-0097 or crowwingvikingfestival@gmail.com to discuss the
possibilities.
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